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Simple Summary: Colorectal cancer is an increasingly prevalent disease that accounts for substantial
mortality and morbidity and is responsible for an impaired quality of life. This scenario highlights
the urgent need to better understand the biological mechanisms underlying colorectal cancer onset,
progression and spread to improve diagnosis and establish tailored therapeutic strategies. Therefore,
understanding tumor microenvironment dynamics could be crucial, since it is where the tumorigenic
process begins and evolves under the heavy influence of the complex crosstalk between all elements:
the cellular component (cancer cells and the non-malignant stromal cells), the non-cellular component
(extracellular matrix) and the interstitial fluids. Bioengineered models that can accurately mimic the
tumor microenvironment are the golden key to comprehending disease biology. Therefore, the focus
of this review addresses the advanced 3D-based models of the decellularized extracellular matrix as
high-throughput strategies in colorectal cancer research that potentially fill some of the gaps between
in vitro two-dimensional and in vivo models.

Abstract: More than a physical structure providing support to tissues, the extracellular matrix (ECM)
is a complex and dynamic network of macromolecules that modulates the behavior of both cancer cells
and associated stromal cells of the tumor microenvironment (TME). Over the last few years, several
efforts have been made to develop new models that accurately mimic the interconnections within the
TME and specifically the biomechanical and biomolecular complexity of the tumor ECM. Particularly
in colorectal cancer, the ECM is highly remodeled and disorganized and constitutes a key component
that affects cancer hallmarks, such as cell differentiation, proliferation, angiogenesis, invasion and
metastasis. Therefore, several scaffolds produced from natural and/or synthetic polymers and
ceramics have been used in 3D biomimetic strategies for colorectal cancer research. Nevertheless,
decellularized ECM from colorectal tumors is a unique model that offers the maintenance of native
ECM architecture and molecular composition. This review will focus on innovative and advanced
3D-based models of decellularized ECM as high-throughput strategies in colorectal cancer research
that potentially fill some of the gaps between in vitro 2D and in vivo models. Our aim is to highlight
the need for strategies that accurately mimic the TME for precision medicine and for studying the
pathophysiology of the disease.
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1. Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is an increasingly prevalent disease that accounts for sub-
stantial mortality and morbidity and is responsible for an impaired quality of life and
high financial resource consumption [1]. Despite advances in the development of less
invasive screening and diagnostic approaches, approximately 25% of CRC patients are still
diagnosed with a distant metastatic disease [2]. Currently, available therapies have not
only limited the curative impact but also developed resistance, leading to poor prognosis
and increased mortality rates [3]. In particular, immunotherapy has a limited application in
CRC, being only recommended to patients with high microsatellite instable (MSI) tumors,
which correspond to less than 15% of all CRC cases [4]. This scenario highlights the urgent
need to better understand the biological mechanisms underlying CRC onset, progression
and spread to improve CRC diagnosis and establish tailored therapeutic strategies. For
that, a detailed understanding of the tumor microenvironment is fundamental, since it
is where the tumorigenic process begins and evolves under the heavy influence of the
complex crosstalk between the cellular component (cancer cells and the non-malignant
stromal cells), the non-cellular component (extracellular matrix—ECM) and the interstitial
fluids [5].

Over the last few years, the ECM has become a hot topic of research since this complex
network of macromolecules is much more than a physical and stable structure providing
support to tissues. The ECM is an extremely dynamic component of the TME [6] that
modulates the behavior of both tumor and cancer-associated stromal cells through its
particular biochemical and biomechanical properties [7]. During tumor development, the
ECM is significantly altered, both structurally and in terms of composition, usually enabling
cellular transformation, angiogenesis, inflammation, invasion and metastasis [8,9]. These
tumor ECM alterations translate into dysfunctional biomechanical tissue properties with
increased stiffness activating several cellular pathways, such as YAP/TAZ [10], TXNIP [11],
Rho/Rock-PTEN [12], PI3K-AKT [13], GSK3β [14] and AMPK [15,16].

Considering the relevant role of this cellular–acellular communication, several efforts
have been made to develop new CRC models that accurately mimic the interconnections
within the TME to understand the disease [17–23]. Until now, most cancer research has been
performed with in vitro two-dimensional (2D) cell culture. However, it is known that cells
behave differently in 2D and three-dimensional (3D) cultures, and that animal models do
not truly represent the human tumor architecture [17]. Current 3D cancer models are now
managing to bridge the gap between 2D monolayer cell lines, animal models and clinical
research. There is an increasingly growing field for the development of 3D cell culture
models that are able to closely recapitulate the TME landscape and screen anti-cancer drugs
in CRC, such as bio-fabricated tissues [18], organotypic 3D-bioactive models [19] and cancer
tissue-originated spheroids [20]. Among these, several reports have described interesting
strategies using decellularized ECM from native tissues where the cellular component is
removed and the tissue physiology is maintained [24–26].

Therefore, the focus of this review is to summarize the innovative and advanced 3D-
based models of CRC, with a special highlight on the decellularization-based models, which
offer the intrinsic native properties of the ECM to accurately resemble and reconstruct the
TME to study CRC biology and drug discovery.

2. Colorectal Cancer

CRC is the most frequently diagnosed gastrointestinal neoplasia, affecting the colon
and rectum [27]. It is ranked as the third most common incident and the second deadliest
neoplasia worldwide. In 2020, there were 1,931,590 newly diagnosed CRC cases and
935,173 deaths, nearly 10% of all new cancer cases and deaths reported annually [28].

CRC is a highly complex and heterogeneous disease from both histopathologic and
molecular standpoints [29]. Disease etiology involves genetic and environmental factors
leading to hereditary syndromes or sporadic CRC. Pre-malignant tumors usually arise
sporadically through well-known sequences of genetic and epigenetic alterations [30]. The
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genes affected and the order by which the alterations occur are directly linked to distinct
pathways of carcinogenesis, leading to the development of tumors with different types of
genetic instabilities and ultimately resulting in differential disease prognosis and therapy
responses [31,32]. Most cancers arise from a pre-neoplastic lesion that can eventually
evolve into malignant disease. In general, this precursor lesion can follow two major
pathways: (i) the traditional adenoma–carcinoma pathway (70–90% of CRC cases) that
begins upon APC mutation, followed by RAS activation or TP53 loss of function, or (ii) the
serrated neoplasia pathway (10–20% of CRC cases), which is associated with RAS and RAF
mutations and a CpG island methylation phenotype, leading to either microsatellite stable
or unstable cancers [33]. Chronic inflammation is a widely recognized risk factor, and in
fact, patients with inflammatory bowel diseases, such as ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s
disease, have an increased risk of developing CRC [34].

CRC complexity and evolution are not solely dependent on an accumulation of genetic
modifications in malignant cells. Currently, it is widely accepted that the microenvironment
plays fundamental roles, not only in tumorigenesis, but also in controlling progression and
dictating CRC prognosis [35]. In fact, tumorigenesis is a complex and dynamic process that
develops within an intricate context of cellular (cancer cells, cancer-associated fibroblasts,
immune cells, endothelial cells and other tumor-infiltrating cells) and acellular (ECM and
ECM-associated molecules) components that interact and influence each other [36]. Tumor-
associated macrophages (TAM) are the most abundant immune cells in solid tumors and
are reported to play key roles in disease progression, namely in ECM remodeling, tumor
metabolism, angiogenesis, invasion and metastasis [37]. In CRC, however, there is still
controversy concerning the positive and negative effects of TAM. In some reports, high
TAM infiltration is correlated with a worse outcome [38] and CRC progression [39], while
others associate high macrophage infiltration with a lower liver metastasis [40] and an
improved survival rate [41].

Due to the high heterogeneity of these types of tumors, a new classification system was
recently proposed based on consensus molecular subtypes (CMS) that reflect significant
biological differences: CMS1 (MSI Immune), CMS2 (Canonical), CMS3 (Metabolic) and
CMS4 (Mesenchymal) [42]. Acknowledging the relevance of the TME, this classification
includes features such as immune and stromal infiltration. Moreover, the primary tumor
location also influences the predisposition for the formation of CRC from some CMS
instead of others. While tumors from CMS1 and CMS3 are more likely to develop in the
right-sided colon, tumors from CMS2 and CMS4 typically arise in the left-sided colon and
rectum [33,36].

These features highlight the complexity of the disease and have to be considered in
strategies aiming to model and study CRC.

3. The Role of the Extracellular Matrix in Colorectal Cancer Progression

Cells composing the TME are within an elaborate and active network of ECM pro-
teins, which provides a scaffold structure in which cells communicate and proliferate [9].
This ECM network is mainly composed of proteoglycans, glycoproteins, adhesive (i.e.,
fibronectin and laminin) and structural proteins (i.e., collagen and elastin), multiple metabo-
lites, growth factors, and cytokines [9]. In tumor tissues, the ECM is considerably remod-
eled, losing structural organization and presenting an increased stiffness due to higher
collagen content, crosslinking and fiber alignment [43]. Notably, the ECM is known to mod-
ulate distinct biological processes associated with cancer progression, namely increased
cell proliferation, apoptosis and hypoxia resistance, invasion, metastasis, angiogenesis,
cancer cell immune evasion, and stemness (Figure 1) [44–48]. This emphasizes the need to
consider this acellular component when studying TME interactions and designing novel
therapeutic strategies [19,26,49–53].
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Figure 1. The extracellular matrix contributes to the hallmarks of cancer. The bioactive role of the
extracellular matrix has been described to be involved in eight of the ten well-known hallmarks of
cancer reported by Hanahan and Weinberg in 2011 [8], namely in resisting cell death, sustaining pro-
liferative signaling, deregulating cellular energetics, avoiding immune destruction, tumor-promoting
inflammation, evading factors, inducing angiogenesis, and activating invasion and metastasis. The
influence of the extracellular matrix in the other two hallmarks (genome instability and mutation and
enabling replicative immortality) is not yet fully characterized in CRC. Created with BioRender.com
(accessed on 10 November 2021).

3.1. ECM Biochemical Features

In general, ECM proteins are common to both normal and malignant tissues. However,
while these proteins are homogeneously distributed in normal tissues, they present an
extremely irregular and heterogeneous distribution in tumors [50]. Among others, laminin,
type I collagen, fibronectin and hyaluronic acid are both abundantly present in tumors but
are also described as contributing to disease progression.

BioRender.com
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Type 1 collagen overexpression in tumor tissues has been implicated in the promotion
of tumor growth, epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT), distant metastasis and
increased stemness properties of CRC cells, through integrin α2β1 and the activation of
PI3K/AKT/Snail and WNT/PCP signaling pathways [54–56]. Furthermore, it also reduces
the E-cadherin/β-catenin axis activity and stimulates the expression of stem cell markers
CD133 and BMI1 [56]. Additionally, higher collagen density inside the tumor compared
with the surrounding stroma impairs immune cell migration into the tumor cell nest [57].

Laminin also displays an altered expression in tumors [19] and is involved in several
cellular processes culminating in tumor progression and therapy resistance [45]. Laminin-
α1 and α5 upregulation enrolls cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs), stimulates VEGFA
production through the integrin α2β1-CXCR4 complex, and upregulates Notch signaling,
promoting CRC growth, angiogenesis and metastatic spread [58,59]. Additionally, over-
expression of laminin γ2 promotes CRC cell proliferation, migration and invasion [60],
and laminin-α5 is associated with chemical resistance to chemotherapy with 5-fluorouracil
(Figure 1) [61]. Interestingly, CRC disseminating metastasis frequently expresses high levels
of laminin 521, which interacts with integrins α3β1 and α6β1 to promote cell invasion and
self-renewal [62].

Hyaluronic acid, a non-sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG), is highly represented in
tumors and constitutes an important component in promoting tumorigenesis, cell prolifera-
tion, migration and blocking apoptosis, namely by binding to CD44 and TLR4 [26,63].

Fibronectin is another vital component of the ECM that is upregulated in CRC and
promotes cell proliferation through the NF-kB/p53 signaling pathway [64]. The extra
domain A-containing fibronectin (EDA-FN) can increase VEGF expression associated
with the PI3K/Akt-dependent pathway, promoting angiogenesis and metastasis [65].
CD133+/CD44+ colon cancer stem cells (CSCs) require EDA-FN binding to integrin α9β1
for sphere formation, and tumorigenic capacity by triggering the FAK/ERK/β-catenin
signaling pathway [66].

A proteomic analysis of colorectal normal and tumor ECM revealed that collagen IV, V
and XIV, fibrilin, emilin, vitronectin, laminin and endomucin have increased expression in
tumor ECM, and that periostin, versican, thrombospondin-2 and tenascin were exclusively
present in tumor tissue. Interestingly, when compared with available clinical gene expres-
sion array data, these signatures correlated with tumor progression and metastasis [51].
For example, the proteolysis of versican enhanced T cell infiltration independently of the
mismatch repair status, while the fragments resulting from this proteolysis promoted the
accumulation of dendritic cells, showing its chemotactic cues [67]. Tenascin-C induces
αvβ3-mediated angiogenesis, promoting the development of colitis-associated cancer [68].
The levels of collagen XI (COL11A1) progressively increase along the tumor development
through normal to adenoma to carcinoma cascade. High levels of COL11A1 are associated
with an invasion signature and aggressive CRC phenotype through an upstream regulation
performed by TGF-β. Therefore, increased COL11A1 expression is also associated with
a poor survival rate and a poor prognosis in CRC patients [69]. Moreover, it was shown
that tumor ECM induces an expression of genes associated with immune activation and
regulation (EPX, PRG2 and DEFA3) and with cancer cell migration and motility (STOML2,
HIF1a, and TNS4) [19].

The thrombospondin (THBS) family has been associated with the regulation of an-
giogenesis and cancer progression by controlling multiple physiological processes [70].
THBS-1 is highly expressed in the normal colon mucosa but is gradually lost in the adenoma–
carcinoma cascade [71]. Furthermore, inhibition of THBS-1 promoted angiogenesis and
tumor growth of colon carcinoma xenografts [72], and the expression of THBS-2 in CRC is
correlated with inhibition of angiogenesis and lower hepatic metastasis [73], highlighting
the importance of ECM regulation to impair tumor progression.

Each malignant tumor exhibits a specific proteoglycan molecular signature, which is
closely associated with tumor differentiation and biological behavior [74]. In the case of
CRC, proteoglycans play controversial roles in tumorigenesis. For example, Syndecan-1
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and 2 exert tumorigenic effects in CRC by the activation of EGFR and MAPK pathways,
culminating in disease dissemination and chemotherapy resistance [75,76]. However, it has
also been reported that Syndecan-1 acts as a tumor suppressor by inhibiting cell growth
and migration through the blockage of RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK and JAK1/STAT3 pathways
in human CRC cells [77]. Besides, its depletion was associated with the activation of
integrins and focal adhesion kinases (FAK)/Wnt signaling axis, which generate signals that
potentiate tumor aggressiveness and stemness properties [78]. In turn, perlecan has been
described to prompt tumor growth and angiogenesis in CRC [79].

Altogether, these studies highlight the influence of ECM composition in cellular
modulation and disease progression. However, not only the biochemical composition of the
ECM but also its biomechanical properties must be considered in terms of TME dynamics.

3.2. ECM Biomechanical Features

Besides alterations in composition, the ECM also suffers a structural rearrangement
in the TME, with the alignment of fibers that ultimately contribute to an anisotropic
configuration [80,81]. While an orderly ECM is crucial for regulation of cell behavior and
tissue homeostasis, an anisotropic arrangement of the fibers is known to be a hallmark of
malignancy [82].

Cell mechano-sensing translates biophysical forces into cellular responses, impacting
several biological pathways, mechanisms and cell behavior. Solid tumors are constantly
affected by mechanical stimuli, such as compression, matrix stiffness and fluid mechan-
ics [83,84]. Tissue elasticity can be measured by shear wave elastography to discriminate
between malignant and benign tissues, rheology and atomic force microscopy (AFM),
which provide images of mechanical properties of biological samples with a high spatial
resolution and result in elastographic data [85,86]. In the case of CRC, this is particularly
interesting because the gastrointestinal tract is naturally submitted to more pronounced
endogenous mechanical stress due to intestinal transit, leading to an extremely complex
mechanical microenvironment [87]. As in other cancer types, CRC matrices are stiffer than
the adjacent normal tissue [26,52], which is mainly due to collagen overexpression, dereg-
ulated crosslinking, and fiber rearrangement, along with increased GAG expression [43].
Anisotropic collagen is reported to be stiffer than isotropic collagen and occurs gradually
from healthy to perilesional and CRC matrix [88]. Brauchle et al. demonstrated that this
higher anisotropic collagen and altered fiber orientation in tumor tissues could rely on
structural changes of proteins [43]. In CRC onset and progression, the pressure inside
the tumor suddenly increases due to the combined compulsive proliferation of tumor
cells with the inhibition of apoptosis [89]. This compressive stress is sufficient to cause
flexion of the colonic crypt and subsequent deformation, budding and crypt fission [90,91].
Moreover, cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) at the TME promote abnormal ECM deposi-
tion, exerting mechanical stress not only on the tumor itself, but also on adjacent normal
tissues [92,93]. Recently, it was found that CRC matrix stiffening is not limited to the
primary tumor location, but also to the uninvolved peripheric area (10–20 cm away from
the neoplasm) [94]. In response to matrix stiffening, CAFs secrete activin A, a member
of the TGF-β family, which strongly promotes a metastatic TME in the colon by inducing
EMT and promoting cell migration and invasion, but also creates an immunosuppressive
environment that favors cancer cell immune escape [95].

Lysyl oxidase (LOX) plays a vital role in this context by crosslinking collagen fibers,
enhancing matrix compressing and stiffening in CRC, which then activates cell migration
pathways [15]. Specifically, it can promote invasion and metastasis through β1-integrin
activation and FAK/SRC signaling [96]. Increased levels of collagen crosslinking and
linearized fibers may serve as migration highways on which tumor cells can travel [88].
Importantly, a dense ECM can also function as a reservoir of multiple growth factors
and cytokines, creating a niche of signaling molecules [97] that enhance the motility of
cancer cells and sustain malignant transformation [98,99]. LOX also initiates the Akt-VEGF
pathway and stimulates the division of endothelial cells toward angiogenesis in CRC [100].
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LOX-like protein 1 (LOXL1) negatively regulates the malignant progression of CRC by
inhibiting Yes-associated protein (YAP) activity [101]. On the other hand, LOXL2 is a
promoter of CRC invasion and metastasis [102], and its inhibition induces cell cycle arrest
and apoptosis [103].

The protein cross-linking enzyme transglutaminase-2 (TG2) also has a role in modulat-
ing biomechanical properties through the formation of cross-links between glutamine and
lysine sidechains of target proteins that are resistant to proteolytic degradation, exhibiting
important pathophysiological functions [104]. In cancer, TG2 is involved in chemore-
sistance, apoptosis, invasion, migration, stemness and EMT [105]. Specifically in the
CRC context, TG2 induces tissue stiffening mediated by fibroblasts, which are correlated
with collagen fiber thickness and associated with a poor outcome in CRC patients [106].
An abnormal secretion of collagens and collagen-remodeling enzymes results in the re-
organization of the ECM in the TME, and the fibrils become more linearized and compacted
to thick collagen bundles, which are characteristic of tumor ECM [107].

Mechanical strains produced by external forces can initiate the expression of tumor-
associated genes in CRC preneoplastic tissues [108]. Remarkably, a low strain of approxi-
mately 1.2 kPa, mimicking the applied stress on healthy tissues produced by early tumor
growth, led to RET activation and downstream phosphorylation of β-catenin, increasing
the expression of β-catenin-target genes and the formation of aberrant crypts. This behavior
triggered abnormal cell growth that generated further mechanical stress. Interestingly, this
study showed that the mechanical stimulation induced by cancerous tissues can directly
modify the behavior of non-transformed adjacent cells toward a malignant behavior even
in the absence of genetic mutations [92].

Matrix stiffness can also regulate the metastasis of CRC cells by SFK and MLCK
through receptor-type tyrosine-protein phosphatase alpha (RPTPα) that senses mechanical
stimulation [109]. HCT-8 cells, a grade I colon cancer cell line, progressively changed the
morphology from an epithelial-like to a mesenchymal-like phenotype when cultured on gels
with intermediate stiffness (21–47 kPa), accompanied by a decrease in E-cadherin in concert
with cell–cell disassociation [110]. Later, the authors also showed that mesenchymal-like
cells are remarkably more invasive than epithelial-like cells and exhibit high deformability,
meaning that these aggressive cells are more likely to penetrate the epithelium of blood
vessels. Additionally, these cells express molecular signatures linked to hypoxia and
apoptosis resistance, and metastasis-associated genes [111]. Following detachment from the
primary tumor, cancer cells intravasate into the blood vessels to disseminate. Nevertheless,
few cells are able to resist the mechanical stress imposed by the blood flow [112]. To endure
intravasation, circulation-associated shear stress and extravasation, CRC cells modify their
mechanical properties by overexpressing integrin and integrin E-cadherin to increase the
adhesion of tumor cells, as reviewed by Ciasca et al. [84]. Altogether, these findings suggest
that the onset of metastasis may be linked to TME biomechanics and to the intracellular
forces that allow complex cellular remodeling of the cytoskeleton.

Notably, contrary to normal ECM from the same patient, tumor ECM was able to
polarize human macrophages into an M2-like phenotype, anti-inflammatory, and pro-
tumor, with the expression of specific markers and the secretion of anti-inflammatory
cytokines, such as CCL18 [26]. These macrophages were later able to promote CRC cell
invasion through a CCL18-dependent mechanism [26].

Recently, the influence of matrix stiffness in treatment resistance has also gained atten-
tion. During chemotherapy, the dense and heterogenous structure of ECM in solid tumors
are critical determinants for blood perfusion and interstitial transportation of the drug [113].
The expression of hyaluronic acid and sulfated GAGs was significantly elevated in CRC
liver metastasis from patients treated with preoperative bevacizumab and chemotherapy.
Additionally, anti-VEGF treatment was found to increase tumor stiffness [114].

Matrix stiffness also plays a role in radiation resistance. Ionizing radiation upregulates
β1 integrins activating its downstream signals and increases the adhesion of CRC cells to
collagen and fibronectin, contributing to the survival of cancer cells after treatment [115].
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These experiments found mechanisms that can partially explain acquired resistance and
provide ECM-related therapeutic targets for CRC treatment. Therefore, interest in develop-
ing therapeutic approaches targeting CRC matrix stiffness has been increasing [97,116].

Stiffening of the ECM progressively increases from early to later stages of CRC [117],
emphasizing its role in the progression of the disease and its potential as a target for new
anti-cancer therapies [81]. The mechanical landscape constitutes an important microenvi-
ronmental feature capable of regulating cancer cell proliferation, invasion and metastasis
from a variety of cellular pathways. It is, therefore, imperative to include this parameter
when studying tumor-stroma interactions.

4. Organotypic Models to Study ECM-CRC Cell Interactions

CRC 3D models have been recently reviewed, including hydrogels, patient-derived
scaffolds, spheroids, organoids, microfluidic devices, and tumor and organ on-chip de-
vices [22,24,25,118,119]. Three-dimensional organotypic models have shown a more real-
istic spatial conformation and polarization, increased cell junctions and cell-to-cell com-
munication, as well as more accurate gene expression patterns reflecting truthfully in vivo
pathophysiology, consequently increasing our understanding of CRC progression [118].

Biomaterial-based 3D organotypic models can be subdivided into scaffold-free or
scaffold-based systems [120]. Scaffold-free systems allow cells to aggregate and proliferate
without needing an adhesion platform, being cultured in, among others, hanging drop
microplates, rotating devices, and static molds of agarose or collagen with low adhesion
properties [120,121]. Recently, multicellular tumor spheroids have gained increased atten-
tion in cancer research due to their ability to aggregate and therefore mimic in vivo tumor
characteristics of cellular communication, being particularly useful for studies involving
radiotherapy, chemotherapy and resistance mechanisms [122,123]. The particular shape of
multicellular tumor spheroids is achieved once the forces between cells are more significant
than the forces between cells and the substrate on which they are platted, resulting in
cellular aggregation. These are generally characterized by a central necrotic core with a
decreased concentration of nutrients and oxygen, an inner layer of quiescent cells with a
retained non-proliferative state and a front of proliferative cells [121]. Bauleth-Ramos et al.
developed a successful CRC co-culture spheroid model of colon cancer cells, monocytes
and human intestinal fibroblasts coated in an agarose mold to study the biocompatibility
of nanoparticles and chemoimmunotherapy strategies for CRC treatment [121]. Neverthe-
less, these models also present some limitations, mainly their inability to reproduce the
complexity of the human tissue architecture and matrix [120]. Therefore, scaffold-based 3D
systems were developed to fill this gap by creating an artificial acellular matrix, in which
cells are seeded and consequently proliferate. Natural biomaterials (i.e., collagen, fibrin,
gelatin, agarose, alginate and chitosan) can be used to design scaffold-based 3D systems,
having high biocompatibility and low toxicity when compared with synthetic biomaterials
(i.e., polyethene, glycol and polycaprolactone) and ceramics (i.e., alumina, zirconia and
bioglass) and that allow fine-tuning of the scaffold-based properties [120].

The most common 3D organotypic models for drug delivery and in situ tissue engi-
neering are based on hydrogel-based scaffolds, frequently using natural polymers, such
as collagen and alginate. These platforms are the most well-studied due to their low cost,
low immunogenicity, versatility, biocompatibility and similarity to natural ECM [124].
These systems provide a biomimetic platform characterized by high water content (ap-
proximately 90%) and high permeability [125]. As an example, Luo and colleagues de-
veloped a hyaluronan-gelatin hydrogel for co-culture of CRC patient-derived organoids
and patient-derived CAFs as a platform for drug screening [126]. However, one of the
main drawbacks of hydrogels is their limited mechanical properties in the absence of
covalent cross-linking [127]. To overcome this obstacle, efforts have been made to improve
the mechanical and growth factor retention abilities of collagen hydrogels. A recent re-
view of this subject described physical (e.g., firillogenesis and UV cross-linking), chemical
(e.g., glutaraldehyde and genipin) and enzymatic (e.g., transglutaminase and LOX) cross-
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linking mechanisms to improve the mechanical properties of collagen hydrogels in terms of
strength, durability, elasticity or compliance [124]. Growth factors are powerful molecules
involved in various cellular processes and often function as signaling molecules between
cells [128]. However, type I collagen does not have a high affinity and binding capacity
for growth factors. Therefore, different strategies have been explored to improve the load
capability of growth factors in scaffolds through direct loading, chemical cross-linking,
electrostatic interactions and other carrier systems [124].

Three-dimensional bioprinting technology has gained increased relevance by allowing
the standardization of the scaffold model between experiments [118]. This technique is
based on the computer-assisted deposition of bioinks, which can include cells, hydrogels
and decellularized matrices into specified 3D conformations [129]. Chen and colleagues
developed a bionatural and slow-degrading collagen-polycaprolactone (PCL) bioprinted
3D CRC model, by co-culturing not only CAFs but also CRC cells and tumor-associated
endothelial cells, mimicking the in vivo TME regarding proliferation, vascularization and
adhesion [130]. The bioprinting scaffold-based 3D systems provide successful platforms
for studying cell–cell interactions in CRC, but most of them still lack native components
and fail to reproduce inter-patient ECM heterogenicity [118].

Even though hydrogel-based scaffolds and 3D bioprinting organotypic models are
interesting tools to recreate the dynamics between major key players of CRC TME, they
fail to incorporate fluidic dynamics between these components [131]. Scaffold-based 3D
microfluidic systems composed of synthetic polymers, in which cells are cultured on chips
coated with different ECM proteins, have been developed. These systems include different
channels that allow a continuous diffusion of soluble factors and nutrients and the removal
of waste products [131]. This approach allows the study of different cellular interactions
in the same chip, considering the flow and hydrostatic pressure, mimicking more closely
the native physiological conditions of the TME [131]. Very recently, Pinho and colleagues
established a microfluidic device by culturing patient-derived CRC organoids on-a-chip.
Through the continuous injection of culture medium, the authors allowed the proper
growth and differentiation of the organoid, obtaining a good model for studying CRC
modeling and drug screening applications [132]. However, this technology still involves
extensive costs and optimization steps [131].

Altogether, the previously mentioned scaffold-based 3D systems represent suitable
options for studying CRC TME interactions. Still, the exact native composition and struc-
ture of the ECM remains difficult to recreate reproducibly in vitro and, consequently, the
recreation of the TME is highly restricted [19].

5. Decellularized Colorectal Cancer Matrices as Bioactive Scaffolds for Modeling the
Tumor Microenvironment

Decellularized ECM from malignant tissues is gaining attention in the field of organ-
otypic modeling of tumor-stroma interactions by successfully incorporating key biochemi-
cal and biophysical characteristics of the native TME [133–135]. Particularly, patient-derived
scaffolds allow comparisons between the tumor and the normal adjacent tissues, as well as
deliver the potential of a preclinical platform to test patient-specific responses to treatment
therapies [136,137]. However, decellularized ECM as a biomimetic model for CRC research
is just beginning to be explored (Table 1) [24,25].
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Table 1. Methods used for the decellularization and evaluation of biochemical/biomechanical
properties of decellularized ECM from colorectal tissues.

ECM Sources Decellularization Method Biochemical Evaluation Biomechanical Evaluation REF

Cell-derived matrix
HT-29
SW480

CCD-841-Com

-CHEMICAL
0.5% Triton X-100
20 mM NH4OH

Ionic and nonionic surfactants

n/a n/a [138–140]

Human-derived tissue

CHEMICAL
5 mM EDTA
10% DMSO

1% Triton X-100
10 mM sodium
cholate hydrate
50 mM Tris-HCl

Centrifugal rotation
Ionic and nonionic surfactants

Mechanical mixing

-Cellular proteins (cytokeratin, vimentin) and
stromal components (collagen IV, fibrinogen,

hyaluronic acid): Immunohistochemistry
-Actin: Western Blot

-DNA content: SYBR agarose gel

-Architecture: HE
-3D structure: FITC staining

of ECMs
[50]

CHEMICAL/ENZYMATIC
4% sodium deoxycholate

2000 kU DNase-I

-DNA content: DNeasy Blood & Tissue kit
-Stromal components (GAGs, Col IV): PAS and

Immunohistochemistry
-Cellular proteins (Ki67, vimentin, E-cadherin,

DAPI): Immunofluorescence

-Architecture: HE and
Laminin

-3D structure: SEM
-Permeability: In-house
developed permeability

device

[49]

-DNA content: DNeasy Blood & Tissue kit
and 1% SYBRsafe agarose gel

-Stromal components (GAGs, Col IV): PAS,
Masson’s Trichrome, Immunohistochemistry

and Alcian blue

-Architecture: HE,
Gieson and Silver stains

-3D structure: SEM
[19]

PHYSICAL/CHEMICAL
Freezing
2% SDC

1% Triton X-100
Physical disruption

Ionic and nonionic surfactants

-Nucleic acids: HE
-Collagens: SHG

-Stiffness: AMR
-Topography: SHG [52]

CHEMICAL/ENZYMATIC
0.1% SDS

50 U/mL DNase-I
Ionic surfactant

-Nucleic acids: DAPI
-DNA content: PureLink Genomic DNA

Mini Kit
-Histomorphological analysis: HE and

Masson’s Trichrome
-Major ECM proteins (Collagens I and IV,

Laminin, Fibronectin and Hyaluronic acid):
Immunofluorescence

-Stiffness: Rheology
-3D structure: SEM [26]

CHEMICAL
1% SDS

1% Triton X-100

-DNA content: Nanodrop
-Major ECM proteins (GAGs, Collagen I,

Laminin and fibronectin): Immunostaining
-Cellular proteins: F-actin (cytoskeleton),

DAPI and HE (nuclei acid)

-Structure and architecture:
SEM and TEM [141]

SISmuc
(small intestine

submucosa + mucosa
from decellularized

porcine jejunum)

CHEMICAL
4% SDS

200 U/mL DNase I-
n/e n/e [142]

Mice-derived tissue
CHEMICAL/ENZYMATIC

4% sodium deoxycholate
2000 kU DNase-I

-DNA content: Roche’s DNA isolation Kit and
Quant-It PicoGreen dsDNA Assay

-Nucleic acids: DAPI and HE
-Major ECM proteins (Collagens I and IV,

Fibronectin and Laminin):
Immunofluorescence and Masson’s Trichrome

-Tensile testing: RSA-G2
solids analyzer [143]

AMR: Active microrheology; AFM: Atomic force microscopy; SHG: Second harmonic generation; n/a: not
applicable; HE: Hematoxylin & Eosin; PAS: Periodic acid-Schiff; SEM: Scanning electron microscopy; SDS: sodium
dodecyl sulfate; GAG: Glycosaminoglycan; n/e: not evaluated.

Overall, decellularization protocols aim to eliminate all cell material while maintaining
ECM architecture and biochemical components and are mainly a combination of physi-
cal, chemical and enzymatic methodologies [144]. The removal of cellular components
without impairing the original ECM architecture, protein and glycoprotein distribution,
and viscoelastic properties renders decellularization a reliable and attractive technique
for studying ECM [19,26,49,52]. Several decellularization protocols and methodologies for
evaluating the biochemical and biomechanical features of decellularized CRC ECM have
been reported (Table 1). The lack of uniformity in these approaches obviously results in dif-
ferences in decellularization efficiency, ECM characterization and ECM-mediated biological
effects. Therefore, the uniformization of methodologies concerning CRC tissue decellular-
ization would be essential for the reproducibility of results. Decellularized ECM can be cell-,
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animal-, or human- or patient-derived and have been applied as scaffolds for 3D cell cul-
tures [145], bioprinting techniques for creating adaptable 3D structures, and as components
in synthetic and natural cell culture platforms [146], providing bioactive ECM components
in tunable constructs [147]. For example, the use of porcine jejunum decellularized matrix,
derived from the patented Biological Vascularized Scaffold (DE:302014007893; BioVaSc®,
proprietary knowhow Fraunhofer IGB) [148], is an interesting 3D in vitro colon model.
This scaffold functions as an alternative biological colon-like structure with a mucosal
tissue layer, including crypt, villi and a basement membrane, allowing the investigation of
tumor cancer cell growth, EMT processes, cell invasion across the basement membrane,
and metastization. Importantly, once this dynamic model is maintained in a bioreactor,
the repopulation with CRC cells (i.e., SW480) and fibroblasts results in the formation of
tumor-like clusters. Such data highlight the relevance of mimicking the tumor milieu to
support malignant and stroma cell interactions [142]. Another exciting CRC biomimetic
model was described by Alabi et al., who repurposed the use of mouse decellularized colon
matrices, recellularized with HT-29 and HCT-116 human CRC cell lines, to investigate the
crosstalk between ECM and cancer cell traits. Interestingly, mouse colon scaffolds were a
better support for CRC cell HT-29 proliferation and differentiation than MatrigelTM. More-
over, HCT-116 cells displayed a higher rate of cell invasion when cultured in mouse colon
cancer decellularized matrices than in cells cultured in wild-type mouse colon scaffolds or
MatrigelTM [143].

Three-dimensional ECM-hydrogels from decellularized human normal and tumor
colon tissues have already been prepared through lyophilization, powdering and solubi-
lization techniques and were useful for showing that tumor ECM components induced
faster growth of HT-29 cells and their shift toward a glycolytic metabolism [52]. In an
elegant study by Tian et al., organ-specific metastases were obtained by seeding CRC cells
in a biomatrix coating composed of mouse lung and liver decellularized ECM [149]. In this
system, 3D colonies were spontaneously formed and mimicked in vivo metastasis in terms
of histological, molecular and phenotypic characteristics. Remarkably, these conditioned
cancer cells exhibited tissue-specific tropism when injected into Nu/Nu mice.

Despite the undeniable utility and potential of these works that clearly show the impact
of the matrix in CRC progression and metastasis, these approaches lack the native ECM
architecture and mechanical properties that exhibit an active role in cell behavior [7,19].

In human CRC, strategies using decellularized ECM to study TME dynamics have been
broadly focused on patient-derived scaffolds. Several protocols have been developed with
the aim of efficiently removing cellular components from intestinal tissue while maintaining
the architecture and biomechanical/biochemical features (Figure 2). These scaffolds have
been successfully recellularized with different types of cells [19,26,49]. In 2016, Chen
and Shuler described detailed procedures for establishing an organotypic human colon
model from decellularized biopsy specimens, which were then recellularized with primary
colon epithelial cells, endothelial cells, and fibroblasts [141]. This methodology allowed
the identification of several genes that drive invasion in APC and KRAS mutated cells
and demonstrated this model’s success in studying cancer biology under physiologically
relevant conditions that include cell–matrix interactions and the spatial localization of
multiple cell types, crucial in the TME context.
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categories (core matrisome and matrisome-associated proteins), according to Naba et al. [150], and
biomechanical properties (stiffness). Created with BioRender.com (accessed on 10 November 2021).

In this field, approaches that consider paired CRC and normal adjacent tissue benefit
from the direct comparison of samples from the same individual and allow the consid-
eration of the role of tumor versus normal ECM on various cancer-associated activities
and interactions with other TME components. Nevertheless, studies with access to this
type of exceptionally valuable sample have been mainly restricted to recellularization
with only one type of cell and require a further complex to create a structure that most
trustworthily resembles the TME. Beyond proteomic and structural characterization of
the decellularized ECM, reports showed that tumor ECM modulates IL-8 expression by
HT29 cells [19] and that both HT-29 and HCT-116 cells reduced the sensitivity to 5-fluoracil
when in a 3D ECM-setting [49,53]. In comparison with 2D cultures, HT-29 cells grown
in CRC patient-derived scaffolds also displayed changes in the expression of genes and
proteins related to proliferation and an increase in those concerning pluripotency and
stemness [151].

From a different perspective, Pinto et al. [26] implemented a novel approach by
studying the effect of human decellularized normal and tumor matrices derived from
CRC patients’ surgical resections on the macrophage inflammatory signature. This work
showed for the first time that, although derived from the same patient, normal and tumor
matrices differently modulated the macrophage phenotype, with the last inducing an anti-
inflammatory polarization, mimicking the immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment.
Additionally, macrophages differentiated within tumor decellularized matrices stimulated
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CRC cell invasion through the expression of CCL18, an immunosuppressive chemokine
identified as a key molecule in this process.

Decellularized tissues have also been applied in the study of the CRC metastatic
process. D’Angelo and colleagues created a model with decellularized normal and primary
tumor CRC tissue, as well as matched CRC liver metastasis with the aim of recapitulating
this specific microenvironment in vitro [53]. This system demonstrated that HT-29 cells
cultured in scaffolds derived from liver metastasis exhibit a higher EMT transition, a loss
of E-cadherin and a higher vimentin expression, among other biological processes.

One of the major drawbacks of CRC patient-derived scaffolds is the limited amount
of tumor tissue available from each individual, since it derives from biopsies or surgi-
cal resections, from which most tissue is required for further diagnostic molecular and
histological characterization. Another question to keep in mind is that normal mucosa
adjacent to the tumor, while often considered a healthy control from the same individual,
in fact represents an intermediate state between normal and tumor tissues [152]. Despite
collecting from at least 10 cm away from the tumor, a normal adjacent mucosa has a large
number of differentially expressed genes in comparison with normal mucosa from healthy
donors. This genetic disparity is essentially related to functions concerning the inhibition
of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), cell adhesion molecules, TGF-β and integrin sig-
naling pathways, inflammation, and cytokine–receptor interaction [153]. Interestingly, an
integrative analysis of TCGA and GTEx RNA-seq data showed that normal adjacent tissue
from the sigmoid colon is more similar to the tumor, while normal adjacent tissue from the
transverse colon is more comparable to healthy tissue [152].

The recellularization of decellularized ECM also presents a few challenges, namely
the choice of cell(s), the cells’ distribution within the scaffold and the reproducibility of
recellularization efficiencies, even in samples from the same patient [154]. Concerning the
specific case of CRC, strategies have been focused on small decellularized tissue fragments,
static culture conditions, and recellularization with cancer cell lines. However, more
sophisticated systems for mimicking the TME will require the inclusion of immune and
stromal cells under dynamic cultures that will allow the flow of nutrients and molecules
between the different compartments. To surpass the issue of spatial heterogeneity of the
matrisome [155], tissue samples have to be representative of distinct tumor regions to avoid
biasing experimental outcomes.

These are relevant topics to be considered when establishing an organotypic 3D model
for CRC cancer with decellularized tissues, as well as for previously determining if there
was previous neoadjuvant therapy. Still, the possibilities of these kinds of systems to
incorporate ECM, cancer, stromal and immune cells will allow the study of the dynamic
and complex crosstalks between the different components and recapitulate more closely
the TME and, eventually, design strategies with potential for predicting clinical outcomes.

6. Conclusions

The future of cancer research relies on the implementation of translational 3D in vitro
models that accurately mimic human tissues. Such models will foster an improved knowl-
edge of cancer physiological and pathological processes, as well as facilitate drug discovery
and screening. To scrutinize the molecular and cellular mechanisms in CRC, it is impera-
tive that the approach to complex TME is recreated, namely the genetic, cell-to-cell, and
cell–ECM cues that instruct cancer development and progression. To move forward on
the study of TME interactions, decellularized colorectal matrices are attractive bioactive
scaffolds, as they may be repopulated with different cell types and submitted to several
soluble factors, pharmacological agents and/or radiation therapy.

We believe it is essential to standardize tissue-specific decellularization protocols
according to tissue fragment size and to the intended final application. Additionally, a
consensus on the methods to assess the decellularization efficiency, as well as the structural
characterization of the decellularized ECM is also required. Until now, there is still lim-
ited information about effective long-term storage methodologies for these scaffolds, but
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some reports indicate that slow-freezing could provide an interesting solution [156,157].
We and others are currently gathering efforts to create a highly reproducible CRC TME
organotypic model, including tumor ECM, cancer, immune and stromal cells. The possi-
bilities for understanding transversal mechanisms of disease progression and/or creating
pre-clinical platforms for drug testing and studying patient-specific resistance processes
will be unlimited and provide powerful tools for novel therapeutic strategies.

In conclusion, it is widely accepted that accurate 3D cell culture models that consider
interactions between CRC cells–TME–ECM are required for understanding disease biology
and developing more advanced therapies regarding precision cancer medicine.
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